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It is with great pride and pleasure that we present CQube       

– a coffee machine based upon new logic and vanguard 

technology. CQube lives up to all those criteria that the we 

ourselves and the world around us demand of us and our 

machines. It is about perfectly brewed coffee, exclusive 

design, flexible technology, energy-efficient operation, and 

minimal environmental impact during the lifetime of the coffee 

machine. We proudly present to the world – CQube.



What is design?

Design is composed of forms, colors, space, and volume. 

Straight lines, crooked curves, contrasts and balance, light 

and dark. It is composition. 

Everything made by man is built by design. It may entail 

solutions to problems or the conveyance of feelings, 

flowing forth from the desire to change and please. 

So what is design? Design is creative strength.

It is our creative strength. 

A new design

CQube is designed in a simple, plain, and minimalistic 

style, conforming to the Scandinavian sense of aesthetics. 

This enables our coffee machines to blend into all types 

of environments, from ultramodern design studios to 

government headquarters.  

The dramatic black and the innocent white brushed 

aluminum front, sophisticated details, and modular design 

reveal both functional and aesthetic sensibilities. CQube 

can also be ordered to display your own branding on the 

front. This is our creative strength. 
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What is technology?

Technology is making use of tools and knowledge in order 

to implement change in our daily lives. Focusing the power 

of nature in the direction we desire.

It may be machines, vehicles, and fabrications, but it may 

also be knowledge, lessons learned, or theories. It is what 

can be touched and counted.

So what is technology? Technology is precision. 

It is our precision.

A new technology

Open the front of the CQube and you will encounter a whole 

new world. CQube’s modular design is a unique innovation 

which makes the coffee machine flexible and easily accessible 

for service. Every detail has been carefully designed and 

created with the highest precision in mind. The exceptional 

coffee grinder and the governing of the exact temperature 

and dosage of the coffee are just some of the examples of 

this comprehensive concept. All of the components perform 

in synchronization in order to serve you the best possible 

coffee experience. This is our precision. 
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What is the environment?

The environment is all that surrounds us. It is the ground 

we walk on, the air we breathe, and the water we drink. It is 

also the interplay between our surroundings and the living 

things residing in it. It is the art of balance between giving 

and taking. 

It is respect for the past and concern for the future. So what 

is the environment? The environment is a responsibility.

It is our responsibility.

Our environment 

Minimal environmental impact during the lifetime of the 

coffee machine. This was one of our key demands when 

creating the CQube. Our concern is eco-design, which 

means environmentally effective production, energy-

efficient operation, simple disassembly, and recyclable 

materials. That is why we are the top company in this 

business implementing and presenting energy declarations 

for our coffee machines. This is our responsibility. 
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What is service?

Service is maintenance. To 

continually monitor and care for 

your investment. Using small 

measures you can avoid larger 

problems.

It is also about being ready for 

tomorrow, for the unexpected, 

and putting yourself in the 

hands of an expert in his area.  

So what is service? Service is 

consideration. 

It is our consideration. 

Easy to handle

Thanks to CQube’s new 

intelligence and modular 

design, inspection and main-

tenance is simple to perform. 

This saves time and increases 

cost-effectiveness. Easy access 

is provided to the machine’s 

controls and most things can 

be performed from the front. 

For example, on the inside of the 

door there is a set of controls 

that govern the cleaning cycles 

for the machine. The side 

panels may also be taken off to 

facilitate service maintenance. 

Simplicity, high quality and logic. 

This is our consideration.



Perfect taste

Coffee lovers around the world have the same desire – the 

perfect cup of coffee. CQube fulfills that wish every time. 

Perfect coffee is a combination of coffee beans, water, 

temperature, and technology. CQube enables precision. 

What we provide is precision for the brewing temperature 

and time, coarseness levels of the grind, and a recipe that 

conforms to our unique types of coffee. Taste is precision 

and passion. This is our passion.

What is taste?

Taste is a chemical reaction. Conveyed by one million taste 

receptors in our mouth and sex million sensory cells in our 

nasal passages.

It’s a mix of sweetness, saltiness, sourness and bitterness. 

It’s also savoriness, fattiness, spiciness and other 

sensations. So basically taste is chemistry.

But it’s so much more than that.Taste is a sensation. An 

experience. A point of view. A feeling and a memory.

So what is taste? Taste is passion. It’s our passion.



  Standard Option

Carbon black or Crem white

12 drink options  

Brew mechanism for freshly brewed coffee  

MAHLKÖNIG grinder with bean hopper   

1+3 ingredient canisters  

Decanter function  

Cup counter   

Grounds counter

Separate outlets for hot and cold water 
and other drinks  

Cup illumination  

Drip tray overfill indicator  

Energy save mode  

2 mixer bowl system for instant products  

5 litre water tank  

Base cabinet 

Display 2 x 16 characters  

Touch screen 7.5” Launched autumn 2010   

Optional branding  

  Standard Option

Model Ingredient canister Capacity approx. Power supply Width mm  Depth mm Height mm 

CQube M 1 + 3 canisters 200 cups/refill 230V IN/2400W 420 550 880 

CQube L 1 + 3 canisters 350 cups/refill 230V IN/2400W 420 550 1000 

Basic Facts

Base cabinet
Model  Width mm  Depth mm Height mm

CQube M 420 550 800

CQube L 420 550 800

Model   Water connection Capacity

Cold water Cold water 1/2” 17-20 l/hour

Modules

CQube S will be launched autumn 2010

What is the best solution? It is a solution that is based upon a stable foundation 

but prepared for the unpredictable. Solid and adaptable. A solution that combines 

the strengths of separate parts and thereby creates a stronger whole. 

The best solution is one that solves a unique requisite in a unique way. The best 

solution is a custom-built one. We are now combining our five strengths to 

create a unique solution just for you. For your needs. 

So what is the best solution? CQube is the best solution. CQube is our solution.

CQube provides you with the option 

of selecting appearance, size, and 

functionality according to your own 

specific tastes. 

Start with a basic model and upgrade 

later as it becomes necessary.  

CQube is available in Medium and 

Large. The capacity needed will 

determine your choice.  The Carbon 

Black coffee machine’s brushed 

aluminum exterior emanates a sober 

elegance, while the Crem White 

one demands to be looked at and 

harmonizes with all interior designs. 

CQube can be placed on a counter 

or ordered with a base cabinet 

underneath. Would you like your 

own branding or logo on the front? 

No problem. You decide which CQube 

that will suit your needs and we will see 

that it becomes a reality. CQube is the 

best solution. CQube is your solution. 

What’s in it for you?

Energy declaration 
established in co-operation 

with Swerea IVF.

Certificates

Water cooling unit   

Sparkling water unit   

Water filter   

Coin mechanism   

Coin change giver   

Cashless pay system   

Programmable free vend option  

Smart Card programming with 
different access levels  

Internal cleaning control  

2 separate extraction fan systems   

Adjustable machine feet  

Removable side panels    

Multifunction waste tray  

Manual cup dispenser   

Flow Jet Pump    



A strong brand of Crem International

www.creminternational.com 
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